FMCSA Improves Uniformity of Inspection
Violation Data in Systems
August 25, 2014
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) announces the implementation of changes to State and Federal
data systems that will allow States to reflect the results of adjudicated citations related to roadside inspection violation data
collected in the Motor Carrier Management Information System (MCMIS). The policy on recording results of adjudicated
citations in FMCSA data systems only applies to citations issued during roadside inspections occurring on or after August 23,
2014.
Drivers and carriers must submit copies of certified documentation of adjudicated citation results through a Request for Data
Review (RDR) in FMCSA's DataQs system to initiate the process. MCMIS has been modified to accept adjudication results
showing that a citation was dismissed or resulted in a finding of not guilty; resulted in a conviction of a different charge; or, resulted in conviction of the original charge. The adjudicated citation results will impact the use of roadside inspection violation
data in other FMCSA data systems, including the Safety Measurement System and the Pre-Employment Screening Program.
These systems will be updated to remove violations that were dismissed or resulted in a finding of not guilty, and will reflect
violations that resulted in a different charge.
These changes build upon FMCSA’s efforts to improve the quality and uniformity of roadside inspection violation data with
input from the public, States, motor carriers, and drivers.
FMCSA outlines the policy in a Federal Register notice published June 5, 2014.
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National Third Party Administrator
for DOT testing
Allied Substance Abuse Professionals is a Third Party Administrator of drug testing programs
and safety compliance consultants. ASAP specializes in developing and maintaining Federally
controlled substance programs for the Department of Transportation. The divisions include:
FMCSA-DOT, FAA, FTA, US Coast Guard Pipeline and Underground Mines.
ASAP provides DOT drug and alcohol testing conducted by SAMHSA/NIDA certified laboratories for the purpose of Pre employment,
Random, Post Accident, Reasonable Suspicion, Return to Duty and Follow UP testing.
ASAP Safety Consulting division specializes in running and Managing safety departments, consulting to existing safety departments
and provides all necessary trainings. Founded in 2001, ASAP is comprised of a team of highly skilled professionals including a Medical
Review Officer, Occupational Physicians and Safety Professionals.
ASAP is a member of DATIA (Drug & Alcohol Tesing Industry Assoc.) Michigan
Trucking Assoc, American Trucking Assoc, as well as the Transportation Club
of Detroit. With 24-hour availability, ASAP will ensure your drug free workplace remains compliant. ASAP will meet, and then exceed all your expectations.
Contact US : Allied Substance Abuse Professionals
P.O. Box 1168, Royal Oak, MI 48068-1168
248.691.4430 fax 248.691.4431

“ASAP aims to meet then exceed your expectations”

Y

CALL 231-578-7989 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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LOAD ONE NAMED ONE OF 20 BEST FLEETS
TO DRIVE FOR IN 2014

--Expedited Carrier Honored with Award for Second ConsecuƟve Year --

Taylor, Mich.—April 7, 2014—Load One, LLC, asset-and-non asset based expedited carrier and logisƟcs
soluƟons provider, today announced that it has been recognized as one of 20 Best Fleets to Drive For in
2014. Presented annually by the Truckload Carriers AssociaƟon (TCA) and CarriersEdge, the survey and
contest, now in its sixth year, idenƟĮes North American for-hire trucking companies that provide the
best workplace experience for its drivers. Nominated carriers are evaluated on the range and depth of
oīered programs, the overall eīectiveness of those programs across key metrics, and the responses of
surveyed drivers.
2014 marks the second year in a row that Load One has made the list of top 20 winners. SĞƫng the bar
with its strong emphasis on driver appreciaƟon, it has insƟtuted a driver recogniƟon program which
provides real rewards for posiƟve driving praĐƟces, compliance with DOT regulaƟons, longevity and
many other areas.
“This accolade underscores our dedicaƟon to rewarding drivers and owner operators for their loyalty
and our emphasis on creaƟng an environment for their success” said John Elliott, CEO of Load One. “It’s
our goal to provide drivers with simple and intuiƟve technology tools that they need to work eĸciently
and increase their job satisfaĐƟon. With our adopƟon of innovaƟve Ňeet management technology from
industry leaders such as Omnitracs and Sylectus, we are able to accomplish this goal,” added Elliott.
CommenƟng on its collaboraƟon with Load One, Stuart SuƩon, president and general manager of
Sylectus, a web-based, transportaƟon management soŌware (TMS) for progressive Ňeets and a business
unit of Omnitracs Canada Inc. noted, “As an early adopter of mobile devices and applicaƟons, Load One
has conƟnued to capitalize on Ňeet management soluƟons to remain compeƟƟve, while improving
driver saƟsfaĐƟon and customer service. Load One’s driver appreciaƟon program is commendable and
sets a great example for other Ňeets.”
The Best Fleets to Drive For survey and contest was open to any Ňeet operaƟng 10 or more trucks,
regardless of TCA-membership status. To qualify, fleets had to be nominated by at least one of their
drivers, either a company driver or an owner operator. Nominated companies were evaluated against a
broad range of criteria reŇecƟng current human resources best praĐƟces in areas such as driver
compensaƟon, pension and beneĮts, professional development, driver and community support, and
safety record.
For more informaƟon about Load One, visit: www. Load1.com or www.facebook.com/loadone
About Load One:
Strategically located in Taylor, Michigan Load One LLC, has become a leader in ground expedite,
truckload, specialized Ňatbed, air charter, third party carrier services and ground expedite/hot shot.
Their commitment to both customers and their Ňeet is imminent with their sound ethical transport
principles. Consistently a highly rated trucking company, Load One takes pride in their services tailored
to meet the needs of all companies of any size. Load One is constantly looking for great winners to join
their team and encourage those with experience and track records of safety to apply on their website.
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Truckload carriers are taking steps to recruit and
retain drivers through increased compensation
At a time when over-the-road capacity is ostensibly as tight as it has ever been, perhaps the biggest underlying challenge for motor carriers is how
to best fill its trucks seats with drivers. This is not a new problem by any stretch, but given how dire the current truck driver situation really is, it
looks like some carriers are truly stepping to the plate by upping the ante when it comes to driver pay, something which has lagged considerably
for years.
In recent weeks alone, many well-known carriers, including Swift Transportation, Con-way Truckload and US Xpress are making a full-on press
regarding increasing driver wages in an effort to secure more capacity and keep their wheels moving, as well as to prevent driver turnover at a time
when it is becoming more difficult to recruit and retain drivers.
LOGISTIC MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE
Over the next few pages we’ll examine three major factors pushing up trucking rates and show how they’ll affect your shipping decisions over the
next few years.
1. Driver shortage
In a nutshell, the driver shortage is bad and getting worse. By most estimates, the industry could use between 20,000 and 50,000 additional
drivers right now to augment the 3.6 million or so long-haul drivers currently on the highway. However, that shortage could reach as much as
150,000 in a few years, according to estimates by economist Noel Perry of FTR Associates.
According to David Ross, trucking analyst with investment banking firm Stifel, the lack of drivers is effectively the major capacity constraint in the
trucking industry, not capital.
“In the conversations we’ve had recently with carriers, it is not all about the money,” says Ross. “Carriers paying $45,000, $65,000, and $85,000
in annual salary all have unseated trucks. For some dedicated fleets, the driver shortage has become such a problem that shippers have started
awarding retention bonuses or pay increases to the drivers.
(Article continued on pg. 16)

FULL LINE DEALER
PARTS DEPARTMENT WITH DELIVERY
SERVICE DEPARTMENT WITH
MOBILE SERVICE TRUCKS
CALL
TOM NOWATZKE / TOM HOWELL / MARK TREZONA
734-729-9700 OFFICE TNTTRAILERSALES.COM
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How Mobile Fleet Management Technology Will Take the
Transportation Industry into the Future
By Stu Sutton, Sylectus
Smartphones, tablets, BYOD, no matter what you call it—mobile technology is perhaps one of the biggest trends to positively impact the
transportation industry in 2013, and it’s a trend that I expect to continue
to make taking giant leaps forward in 2014.
The proliferation of devices available (to drivers) and the computing
power they possess has exploded over the course of not only 2013, but
the past decade. In fact, while some people actually perceive the trucking industry as low-tech, it was one of the first industries to effectively
use wireless networking applications to enhance productivity—using
wireless technology as early as the late 1980s. From smartphones to
tablets—drivers may now use their personal mobile devices to stay connected with fleet managers, partner carriers, other drivers and customers 24 hours a day, seven days a week and 365 days a year.
In 2013, for example, the transportation industry saw the proliferation of advanced network connectivity as wireless vendors continued
to expand their reach. It also saw a huge variety of new applications enter the market (including our Android-based Sylectus Mobile application, for example), as well as growth in the availability of channels that make it easy to download the “latest and greatest” apps to
help enhance operations and make a driver’s job easier and more efficient.
At Sylectus, we’ve been long-anticipating the positive impact of mobile technology on the transportation industry—that’s why we created
fleet tracking solutions that allow companies to turn any ordinary cell phone into a powerful tracking device to monitor not only its own
fleets, but also third-party drivers—safely and affordably. It has become clear to us that giving drivers the power to turn their personal
mobile devices into full-fledged fleet management tools will be the fuel that powers the next big productivity boost for the industry in the
next two –to three years.
In the coming years, I also expect to see further advancements in mobile technology that will make it possible to share data across
fleets—meaning a driver will soon be able to update load information regardless of who gives him the load. This type of technology is
already being developed, but I expect it has the flexibility to do even more, and that’s a capability we at Sylectus are committed to exploring to provide our customers with better, faster and more powerful mobile fleet management technology solutions today and tomorrow.
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Evans Celebrates 85th Year in Business
DETROIT, Mich. — Evans Distribution Systems celebrated its 85th anniversary yesterday with a few hundred employees
and others from the community. The event was hosted at the Evans headquarters in Melvindale, MI. Mayor Stacy Striz of
Melvindale, members of the Southern Wayne County Regional
Chamber, Automation Alley, and others were in attendance to
celebrate this milestone with Evans Distribution Systems.
President of Evans Distribution Systems, John A. Evans, the 4th
generation of Evans’ to lead the company’s success made a few
remarks to kick off the event. Evans recited that less than three
percent of family owned businesses make it past the third generation. “I’m so thankful for the previous generations that have
shaped this company and for having the opportunity to lead this
company to new heights” said Evans during the press conference. Evans Distribution Systems now employs about 300 in
Melvindale, MI and more than 500 throughout the country. “It’s
all about our people, none of this is possible without the hard work and dedication of every team member” Evans commented
about the growth and success of the company.
Mayor Striz mentioned the Evans mission statement which makes reference
to people, passion and innovation. “It’s evident that Evans cares about its
employees and has a real passion for the work you do” said Mayor Striz,
while addressing about 50 people during the press conference at Evans Distribution Systems. The mayor also presented a plaque which recognizes
Evans for 85 years of dedicated service.
Between the 150 supervisors,
managers, executives, and warehousemen in Michigan, the average employee has more than 10
years at Evans. There are tens of
employees with more than 20 years at the company, and one in accounts receivable
who has been with the company for 36 years. “Evans is such a great company to
work for, they really care about the employees” said Leslie Ajlouny, vice president
of business development. Following the press conference, the company hosted an
event on their property with games, food, prizes and awards for all of its employees, recognizing them for their exceptional contributions and passion for their
work.

Congratulations to
Lauren and Dan Klebba
on the birth of their
daughter

Sophie Christine
Klebba
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TCD 7th Annual Tiger Game

August 1, 2014
On behalf of the TCD and the TCDSF
Thank you to all attending the Event
Special Thank You to the Event Sponsors!
Atlas Trucking and Logistics
Hantz Group
Alco Transportation
Americas Transportation Resources (ATR)
DriverSource

Tiger Winners!!!!

101 pitches

94 pitches

Double Sponsor
Double Sponsor
Grand Slam Sponsor
Grand Slam Sponsor
Grand Slam Sponsor
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Wayne State Business Students Get Global
Perspective on Automotive Supply Chain
Summering in Europe took on a much broader meaning for two groups of students at Wayne State University’s School of Business Administration. The 10-day, study abroad programs took the first group to
Italy and the second to both Hungary and Poland. Each provided the school’s business students an opportunity to enhance their resumes with international travel.
Combining commerce with culture, each group focused on learning about the crucial role global supply
chain plays in international automobile production, as well as developing a deeper cultural understanding of the region and how
culture can affect business practices.
“Given our priorities in southeast Michigan, we’ve built these particular programs around the auto industry in other countries,”
said John Taylor, chair of the school’s Department of Marketing and Global Supply Chain Management. “With a great deal of corporate support both here in the states and overseas, our students exponentially expanded their knowledge about business on a
global level, meeting with senior auto professionals and observing, first-hand, the multi-layered supply chain of international auto
production.”
Fiat Chrysler, GM, Electrolux, Lincoln Electric and Panalpina, plus numerous other domestic and international suppliers,
including Delphi, Lear, Crusar Logistics, and Mopar, hosted students. In each program, students met with company representatives
in board rooms, on assembly plant floors and in research and development labs learning about supply chain business from a European perspective.
Italy – Turin, Florence and Naples
Upon landing in Italy, the group of 16, headed by Taylor, was immediately whisked off to a presentation at Fiat Chrysler headquarters in Torino, focusing on understanding the differences between European and North American markets. Stops in Torino
also included the Chrysler Mopar parts distribution center, the Oerlikon, transmission plant, and concluded with an exciting tour of
the Maserati assembly plant.
“The highlight of the program for me was having access to assembly plants like Maserati and Fiat Panda.” said Kate Plegue, a
senior honors student majoring in global supply chain management and president of WSU’s Global Supply Chain Management
Association. “We also visited several other automotive suppliers and got a great view of the supply chain,”
Then it was off to Florence, spending the weekend visiting various museums and cultural sites in Central Italy. The group then
departed by rail for Naples to begin the second week of their program in southern Italy.

Article continued on pg. 15

ALCO TRANSPORATION
“Alco Transportation is an inter-state flatbed steel hauling
company servicing the Midwest and expanding to the southern states. It is our goal to provide a competitive, long-term,
high-value freight transportation service. As a recognized
leader in delivering metals throughout the U.S., Alco Transportation has gained the knowledge and operational expertise
needed to continue our growth.
Established in 1972, Alco Transportation
began its modest initial stages in Southwest
Detroit with only a handful of tractors and
trailers. Today, Alco Transportation is recognized as the area's transporter of choice that
performs quality services for customers on a
local and long distance basis.”
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
WEEK LUNCHEON SYMPOSIUM
May 16, 2014
The Roostertail - Detroit
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To Our Vendor Table Sponsorship at
National Transportation Week
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Bob White Memorial
Golf Outing
June 10, 2014
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Hole in one Sponsor
ASAP Drug Screen
DriverSource
Putting Hole Sponsor
Auto Industrial Action Group
AIAG
Beverage Cart Sponsor
Omnitracs
Three Star Trucking
Breakfast Sponsor
Vascor, Ltd.
Hole Sponsors
A.D. Transportation
Bay Logistics
Cassens Transport
Comprehensive Logistics
Evans Distribution Systems
Exclusive Lakeshore Utility
Trailer
MRPR CPA’s & Advisors
Point Dedicated Service
Reefer Peterbilt
Ryan Transportation
TNT Trailer
VOITH
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Detroit Princess
Dinner Dance Cruise
July 11, 2014
On behalf of the TCD and the TCDSF
Thank you to all attending the Event
Special Thank You to the Event Sponsors!
BFI Canada
Evans Distribution
ASAP Drug Screens
Hansen & Adkins Auto Transport
Reefer Peterbilt
Scopellitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson, Feary PLC
Alco Steel
Evans Distribution

Port Sponsor
Port Sponsor
Starboard Sponsor
Starboard Sponsor
Starboard Sponsor
Stem Sponsor
Stern Sponsor
Stern Sponsor
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Wayne State Business Students Get Global Perspective on
Automotive Supply Chain (Article continued from pg. 9)
In Naples, students visited Fiat’s Panda plant, one of the most modern auto assembly facilities in the world. Other stops included
Lear Corporation, and the Cornaglia Group, developers of technological solutions for European auto manufacturers. The program
wrapped up with sightseeing trips to Pompeii and the Isle of Capri.
“After visiting all of the companies on our trip, we have a better understanding of global business and culture that is much
different than learning from a book or in class, said Plegue. “Being able to ask questions, directly to owners and managers in real
time as work is being done is an amazing way to learn!”
Central Europe – Budapest, Krakow and Wroclaw
Students travelling to Hungary and Poland started their program with a day and a half of visits to breathtaking cultural landmarks
in Budapest, Hungary. Highlights included stops at the Buda Castle on the shores of the Danube River. From there, students toured
Budapest’s famous Széchenyi Medicinal Bath.
“Hungary is known for the healing qualities of their thermal springs, dating back to the 16th and 17th centuries,” said Timothy
Butler, associate professor of supply chain management and program leader.
Students also got an up-close look at how capitalism is faring in the one-time communist nation.
“I believe in Poland, they really appreciate the newness of capitalism. They embrace being able to work with a greater level of
freedom and enjoy a higher standard of living,” Butler said. “It was evident as we travelled from Hungary, through Slovakia and into
Poland by bus. It gave us all a heightened insight about economic choices and the subsequent standard of living.”
Once in Poland, the group enjoyed the sponsorship of the International University of Transport and Logistics in Wroclaw. “We’re
currently working on a formal agreement for a student and faculty exchange program with the university,” said Butler.
Visits included Delphi’s technical center in Krakow; a Lear Corporation facility in Tychy; GM in Gliwice; and Electrolux, Lincoln
Electric and Panalpina in Wroclaw. At GM, students observed assembly lines at Opel and Vauxal, immediately noticing one major
difference from what they are used to.
“There’s so much more robotics in the U.S. than in Poland,” said Butler, noting that this is due, in large part, to an agreement
between automakers and the Polish government to hire people for many of the assembly jobs.
Students also spent time learning about history and culture, visiting important sites like the World War II concentration camp at
Auschwitz.
“For me, the highlight of the program was that I learned significantly more than I ever thought possible,” said James Kupras, an
M.B.A. student with concentrations in international business and information systems management. “From supply chain and manufacturing processes to cultural and historical facts, I was constantly challenged to learn the entire trip.”
New for 2015 – China
This coming year, the WSU School of Business Administration Study Abroad Program includes a trip to China. Unique to this
program, scheduled for May 2015, is the option for students to extend their stay to take a compressed two-week, three-credit purchasing course (GSC 5650) taught by Tingting Yan, assistant professor of supply chain management.
The China itinerary also includes meetings and tours with GM, a number of U.S. based “Tier 1” suppliers and Chinese manufacturers. Return trips to Italy and Poland also will be offered.
Credit toward your business degree
Taken as a directed study, each of these trips will count as a three-credit elective for supply chain management, marketing or
management undergraduate majors, and as a three-credit concentration elective in supply chain management, international business, management or marketing, for M.B.A. students.
WSU students who take a total of 24 credit hours for fall 2014/winter 2015 and have a 2.5 GPA can receive a 30 percent
discount on summer 2015 course tuition, greatly reducing the cost of participating in a student abroad program.
Students are encouraged to contact WSU’s Office of Study Abroad and Global Programs at www.studyabroad.wayne.edu.for complete information, or to submit an application.
For specific information on School of Business Administration study abroad, please contact Professor John Taylor at
taylor.john@wayn.edu or 313-577-4525 or visit http://business.wayne.edu/supplychain/index.php.
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Truckload carriers are taking steps to recruit and
retain drivers through increased compensation (Article continued from pg. 5)
Carriers are trying everything. Some have started their own internal driving schools, while others, such as Con-way, have stepped up recruiting
ex-military personnel returning from Afghanistan and Iraq. Some have instituted sign-on bonuses as high as $5,000 for drivers who stay with
their company as little as one year.
Long-haul TL carriers have tweaked their networks to satisfy demands to get drivers home more frequently. Most have also entered the shorthaul—under 500 miles—regional TL market and have expanded dedicated operations to satisfy those demands. But despite higher pay across
the board, the driver shortage continues to worsen because more drivers are retiring than entering the industry, regulations are getting tougher,
and drug and alcohol testing is increasing.
“Getting trucks seated is very difficult,” says Rourke of Schneider, a carrier that utilizes about 11,100 drivers for its 9,700 trucks hauling 30,600
trailers. “Capacity is always difficult, but it certainly has ratcheted up in difficulty.”
Schneider is plagued not so much by driver turnover—in an industry where 100 percent turnover in a year is the norm—but by lack of available
compliant drivers. About 21 percent of Schneider’s drivers are ex-military, a stat that has helped with compliance. But to work on attracting new
blood, the company has reconfigured its network to get drivers home more predictably and has added more dedicated runs.
However, the shortage remains. “If I thought 10 years ago we could get drivers home weekly, I would have thought we’ve solved the world’s
problems,” Rourke explains. “But expectations have changed. Now weekly has become daily.”
The big advantage LTL companies have is their hub-and-spoke networks that allow drivers to be home nearly every night. Most LTL carriers
also utilize a “feeder” system that identifies dockworkers that might be prime candidates for new drivers. But TL carriers don’t use many docks,
because they travel mainly from point to point directly, so that feeder system is not available to them.
“We have an excellent driver development program from dock employees who look at FedEx as a career,” Logue adds. “We can self-feed our
driving requirements. Our system is designed to get drivers home every night, so we have an advantage there.”
The driver shortage is also the chief catalyst in the surge in intermodal rail freight. Trucking companies are increasingly reluctant to use a driver
on a long-haul route with solid rail connections—say, Chicago to Los Angeles or Chicago to Portland—because that driver can better be utilized
elsewhere.
2. Mounting regulation
Shorter hours of service (HOS); increased testing for drug and alcohol abuse; electronic on-board recorders to catch mileage cheats; and who
knows what’s next.
Truckers say that if the federal government had set out on a plan to place a lid on trucking capacity, the last few years of regulatory overload could
not have done a better job.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Thomas Donohue, formerly head of the ATA calls it a “regulatory tsunami.” Truckload carriers
say that the effect of the new HOS regulations, requiring at least two 30-minute breaks for most drivers, has effectively reduced their productivity.
According to a recent two part study conducted by Mary Holcomb, Ph.D., associate professor at the University of Tennessee, and Joseph Tillman,
chief researcher of TSquared Logistics, with the assistance of Logistics Management, the actual cut in productivity has been much greater than
originally figured.
Not surprisingly, the study of 891 participants, made up of both shippers and carriers, reported that the type of truck transport most affected by
the rule change is long-haul moves, followed by dedicated and short-haul moves.
Early in the implementation of the HOS rule change, many shippers thought that the impact on productivity would be in the 1 percent to 4
percent range. According to the results of the most recent study conducted in June, the reality is much more grim: Respondents now expect the
loss will be somewhere between 3 percent and 9 percent, with many more shippers anticipating that the deficit to be in the upper end of that
range.
“It’s clear that the estimates of the impact on productivity were significantly under projected,” says Holcomb.
And there are more regulations coming. Electronic on-board recorders, that are backed by most large carriers, should be mandatory in the next
two or three years. The ATA says EOBRs will “level the playing field” against those who cheat. The ATA is probably right, but there are also
industry estimates that as many as two-thirds of drivers cheat on their paper logs. If enforcement becomes more rigid through electronic means,
that likely will mean a further tightening of capacity.
Truckers are also bracing for a proposed rule on speed limiters that would hold carriers to around 63 mph to 68 mph. Considering some trucks
currently operate between 70 mph and 75 mph, that is yet another hit on productivity. Sleep apnea testing may also become a requirement,
causing the driver availability issue to worsen further.
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3. Spot vs. contract rates disconnect
Nowhere is the dichotomy in trucking more evident than when you examine the gap between spot and contract rates. While contract rates are
up between 2 percent to 4 percent over 2013, spot, or non-contract rates, have surged between 10 percent and 15 percent in the same time.
Spot rates are a harbinger because they track what is happening in the most recent weeks, as opposed to contracts that typically last a year or
longer. According to DAT Trendlines, a data service that tracks spot rates, the national average spot van rate is near a record high of about $2.10
per mile.
Analysts say that this clearly indicates higher rates for everyone. Contract rates often “lag” the spot market because contract renewals come up
only every year or so. The higher spot rates would seem to be driven by higher manufacturing output, construction, and agricultural products,
which overall is good news for the overall economy.
Economist FTR’s Perry is predicting that contract rates will soon be following the spot market lead. He’s reporting that second quarter contract
rates were rising even as spot rates stabilized, and is now predicting that the trend will continue at least through the end of summer. In a recent
analysis, he “sees no sustained softening of capacity conditions through 2016.” So, shippers should brace for stiff rate increases for at least the next
two years.
Of course, how much rates will rise depends on every shipper’s freight profile. Freight that is “driver friendly” with few delays in loading and unloading will be given a break, carrier executives say, because every minute of delay is costly in the new HOS environment.
On the TL side, Schneider’s Rourke sees “very solid” contract renewals. Although he declined to give specific rate increases, he says that it’s “not
only retention, but price performance is exceeding what we had expected doing this year.”
Carriers say nearly every customer is concerned about capacity. And with the U.S. industrial economy on a steady uptick, and issues about drivers
front and center in everyone’s mind, increasingly carriers say shippers are willing to pay more to get ever-tightening capacity.
Increasingly, reliability and capacity are taking on a greater role at contract renewal time, carrier executives say. “A customer bases what’s important
on quality and reliability,” FedEx Freight’s Logue says. “They want to make sure you can handle their volumes, and you are flexible and reliable.
Those are the first things in any rate discussion in most cases—then pricing comes into play.”
What’s the bottom line?
According to John Larkin, the veteran trucking analyst for Stifel, the best trucking companies “are morphing into supply chain optimizers to for
their customers.” And they’re doing this by offering services a customer may need to run an efficient supply chain.
Whether it’s full TL, LTL, intermodal, or some combination of all three, carrier executives says shippers that collaboratively work
with carriers to aid their ease of doing business are nearly certain to get priority when it comes to peak periods of freight demand.

TRANSPORT TOPICS

Trucking Rates Expected to Stay Steady in 2014
and Accelerate in 2015
Spend Matters welcomes another guest post from John Bauman, Principal Economist at IHS.
IHS anticipates that 2014 will see weak prices for trucking, with the truckload sector experiencing flat prices and the lessthan-truckload (LTL) sector experiencing only mild gains. The second half of the year is expected to be stronger than the
first, but this improvement may be delayed, resulting in a weaker 2014 than forecasted before. This is particularly true in the
truckload sector, where rates have had little growth recently.
Trucking rates are diverging between sectors. Truckload rates have been going down since 2012 and are not expected to rise
until the second half of 2014. Overall, the producer price index (PPI) for truckloads will decline 0.1 percent in 2014, after a
meager 0.4 percent increase in 2013. Next year is expected to see a 2.4 percent rise, however.
Meanwhile, the PPI for the LTL sector remains on an upward trend and will rise throughout the year, albeit at a subdued
rate. LTL rates will increase 2.4 percent in 2014, after having risen by 3.1 percent last year. IHS expects price growth to
reach 3.2 percent in 2015. There is little to propel rates upwards. Carriers have only a bit of pricing power, while fuel prices
are drifting downwards.
- See more at: http://spendmatters.com/2014/04/15/trucking-rates-expected-to-stay-steady-in-2014-and-accelerate-in2015/#sthash.Eu5DhiMT.dpuf
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Congratulations!
to
STU SUTTON
on his retirement
from Sylectus

Welcome To Our
New Members....

Miroslav Giavriloski ~ Sweetland Transport
Jeff Bronson ~ Altas Trucking and Logistics
Richard Mierkowicz ~ Penske Truck Leasing
Julie Stackpoole ~ Stackpoole Consulting, LLC
Qais Alsawafy ~ Landmark Industries
John Macik ~ AAdvanced Machinery, Inc.
Greg Gorno ~ All Points Transport
Travis Smith ~ CSX Transport
Janet Geisler ~ Hantz Group
Christopher Kneale ~ Morgan Stanley
Rory McKendrick ~ Morgan Stanley
Robert Cencer PE ~ Trinity Rail

UPCOMING
EVENTS
October 6
31st Annual Scholarship Awards Dinner
at the Roostertail Detroit, MI
December 4
Toys for Tots
at the Ukraine Cultural Center Warren, MI

Mark your calendar and we
look forward to you joining
us for these events!

TCD OFFICE
PO Box 400, Wayne, MI 48184
Tel. 248.528.0808 Fax 248.928.0378
E-mail: tcd@transportationclubofdetroit.com
Website: www.transporationclubofdetroit.com
Monday through Friday
Fax Message Services and E-mail Operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Communications are retrieved same day or next business day.
for returned checks by bank for insufficient funds. You will be charged $35.00
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